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As easy as..

Mila-wall® Series 100

Free Standing
Paintable
Nailable

Stackable
Seamless Appearance

Easy to Store
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The clever connection: mila-wall® modular building technique is simple, creative and fast. Ready-made walls 
are assembled within minutes. Simply lift wall module slightly with lever roller, bring tongue and groove  
connection together, lower and the self-locking connection engages. With precision manufactured  fittings, 
flush mounted and stable structures can be created. In addition, the slight seam between the walls can be 
covered with pre-primed tape, allowing the entire structure to be painted, resulting in no visible seams.

  The Technique
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No limits on your creativity. From rigid 60°, 90°, 120° or 135° angles up to infinitely 
variable angles, all building shapes are possible. In addition, walls can be connected at any 
position of a wall run, entirely grid independent and at any angle. With adjustable module 
fasteners, walls can be installed in slightly angled configurations, up to a maximum of 30°.

Angling for attention.
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Wall Panel Sizes

Additional sizes available via special order. 
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Door Modules

Available in an array of sizes and configurations. Easily 

create storage areas and even office spaces. You are 

only limited by your imagination.
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 Window Modules

Quickly turn your Mila-wall® inventory into 

showcases, office spaces or meeting rooms.



Series 100 panels can be nailed and screwed into, painted, and repaired like drywall. Self 

supporting, highly stable configurations can support lightweight photographs to works of 

art that weigh 100’s of pounds. Art hanging systems are also available should the end user 

decide not to nail into the panels. 

You nailed it...
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  Accessories

Adjusting Disc: mila-wall® panels
come with two adjustable feet. The 
adjusting disk quickly moves the 
foot to the correct height.

Lighting: Quickly attaches into the
top aluminum channel. Both sides 
of the panel can be lit at once. 
Available in halogen and energy 
efficient LED. 

Conduit panels: Pathway and 
box installed inside the panel 
provides cable management,                      
allowing wiring to be concealed. 

Showcases: Can be attached to 
the panel fascias. In addition, built 
to cases and shadowboxes are 
available from our custom shop.

Lever Roller: Allows for quick 
assembly and dismantle of       
mila-wall®. Simple lift the panel 
slighly, move into place, lower and 
you’re done.
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Surface Coverings

Mila-wall® Series 100 is manufactured with two 
layers of Class A Fire Rated surface convering. One 
is permanent, the other removable. Over time, after 
painting the panels numerous times, the top layer 
can be removed and a new layer installed after 
performing any repairs that may be needed to  the 
permanent surface. MBA offers a wide array of colors 
and textures should a color other than pure white be 
desired. All of our surface coverings come on a roll 
and can be easily applied by hand. They also make an 
excellent choice when refurbishing countertops, desks 
and just about any item with a smooth, clean surface. 



Transport and Storage Containers
mila-wall® Transport and Storage Containers     
protect mila-wall® modules effectively and efficiently 
from damage during shipment and storage. The wall 
modules are placed in the containers on their edge, 
for easy movement to and from installation. The 
carts can be moved easily by hand. Each container 
will hold 24 wall modules. Optional protective covers 
are available. Custom sizes and configurations 
are available by special order. The well planned 
logistic characteristics of the transport and storage 
containers are the basis for high efficiency.
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Sustainability

Long-Lasting, movable, sustainable:
Recyclable aluminum, honeycomb of recycled cardboard and renewable 
wood products are used in the production of milawall® modules. 
Production takes place on modern, energy efficient  machines. The 
entire mila-wall® construction is robust and designed for an extremely 
long lifetime. The self-adhesive surfaces are interchangeable, 
only the surface is adapted to new designs, the module remains. 
So effectively the valuable resources of future generations are 
protected. Special transport systems minimize packaging waste.
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“Mila-wall® panels have allowed us great versatility 
and flexibility in our galleries. We have added them to 
our permanent galleries, we have used them for short, 
temporary exhibits, and longer term changing exhibits. 
In addition, we have used them to block off areas 
under construction and to create temporary storage. 
Our small staff quickly mastered the techniques of 
assembly and can create a new gallery look in a very 
short time. The quality, finely engineered components 
make the system very easy to understand and to 
use. And your continued support and responsiveness 
to our needs and ideas is very reassuring.”
Michele Ensminger, Exhibit Coordinator
The State Museum of Pennsylvania
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Mila-love
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Mila-love Continued

“Quick, clean and flexible. We can change out a gallery in a day!” - Taft Museum of Art



Mila-love Continued
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“The hardware, connectors, tools and weight of the panels makes it easy to put up, take down, 
move around and reconfigure into different arrangements.” - Indiana State Museum



        
MBA Design & Display Products Corp.

35 East Uwchlan Ave • Suite 310
Exton, PA 19341

800-635-7386

WWW.MBAWALLS.COM  


